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SUMMARY . .

The property is predominantly underlain by granite, remaining as rugged 

hills. A strong normal fault strikes across the property at 0600 and dips 

steeply south. A keel of down-faulted Sibley Group sandstone is preserved 

on the south side of the fault in the southwest part of the property. That 

area contains amethystine quartz veins and vugs associated with the fault; 

The radiometric survey shows a linear high which corresponds to the fault. 

The linear high "A 1 bifurcates into two branches on the east side of the 

property. The northern branch of the radiometric high, located on the east 

part of the property is not explained by the geological survey. This area 

should be prospected to find the possible branch of the fault that hosts 

amethyst veins on the property.
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INTRODUCTION

The property consists of one mining claim, TB 835253, owned by the author. 

On May 21st, 1988, the author conducted a geological survey of the claim. 

The radiometric survey was carried out by Ovalbay Geological Services Inc. 

in September, 1988. These surveys used a cut and chained grid for control. 

There are four grid lines established from an E-W baseline and are spaced at 

100 m intervals. Stations are picketted every 25 m on each line.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property is located in McTavish Township, in the SE part of the SWi of 

Lot 3, Concession IV. It consists of one unpatented mining claim, TB 835253, 

of approximately 40 acres in size. The surface rights are reserved by the 

Crown.

Access is provided by a gravel road, north from Highway 11-17 at Pearl, 

Ontario. This road leads to the Diamond Willow Amethyst Mine. From there, 

an 1100m portage trail leads to Breezy Lake, which is 400 m from the SE 

corner of the property. An alternate access route is provided by a logging 

road, west off of the mine road. The logging road is accessible by truck only 

and ends within 600 m from the SW corner of the property. The property 

is situated in very rugged terrain and requires a vigorous hike to access it.

PREVIOUS EXPLORATION

The area was first explored during the latter part of the 1800's. A lead- 

zinc prospect was discovered in 1871 about l km south of the property, named 

the Detoit-Algoma Mine. Mineralization there consists of disseminated galena 

and sphalerite in amethysine quartz veins. The veins are generally found at 

the faulted contacts of sandstone and granite. A shaft was sunk and mill in 

stalled at the Detroit-Algoma in 1910. Development continued until 1914, 

since when the property has remained idle.

A staking rush for uranium occurred in the area in 1977 upon release of a 

Federal-Provincial Reconnaissance Geochemistry Survey. An area which included



the property was staked by M. W. Rennick at that time. Rennick filed reconn 

soil geochemistry and bedrock geology surveys for assessment work in 1978. 

The claims subsequently came open for staking. The unconformity between 

granite and overlying sedimentary rocks contains an elevated uranium content 

but no orebodies have been discovered.

Since 1983, interest in the area has been solely for amethyst. Three prod 

ucing amethyst mines are locatedowithin-2 km ofr the property, named the 

Diamond Willow, Jim Barrett and Castagne Mines. Approximately 100,000 people 

visit the local amethyst min* and shops each year (Patterson, 1987).

GENERAL GEOLOGY

McTavish Township was mapped by T. L. Tanton in the 1920's at l inch to l 

mile. His map shows granite underlying most of the northern part of the 

township.

The north half of the township was recently mapped in more detail by W. H. 

Mcilwaine in 1971, at l inch to i mile. Mcilwaine describes the area as con 

sisting of Archean-aged basement rocks of migmatitic metasediments and four 

phases of granitoids. These basement rocks are unconformably overlain by 

Sibley Group sedimentary rocks. These consist of near flat-lying conglomer 

ates, sandstones and limestones which were deposited on the basement rocks 

in a shallow sea environment in Proterozoic times. All of the above rocks 

were intruded by Logan diabase sills and dikes. From Mcilwaine's map, the 

property is underlain by biotite-muscovite monzonite. Prominent airphoto 

lineaments transect the property in N-S and NE-SW directions.

PROPERTY GEOLOGY

The property is predominantly underlain by biotite-muscovite-quartz granite. 

This granite is massive and medium to coarse-grained. It is composed of 

feldspar, roughly half of which are orange and half of which are white col 

oured, where unstained by hematite. The granite also contains minor, rounded



clear quartz eyes and about 5% ferromagnesian minerals, consisting of mus 

covite and biotite. There is one dominant joint set at NE and NNW which dip 

vertically. The granite is very rugged with the top of the most prominent 

hill located in the northwest quarter of the property.

Diabase is found along the margins of a prominent N-S lineament in the north- 

central part of the property. It is fine-grained and dark brownish coloured. 

It was intruded vertically within a preexisting fault.in granite.

Sibley Group sandstone is found in the southwest corner along the edge of 

a prominent fault scarp which strikes at 060 0 . The sandstone is medium to 

fine-grained, poorly sorted and has a brick-red colour due to hematite. 

Bedding and schistosity are parallel at 060 0 and dip 75 0 south. This sand 

stone represents a downfaulted remnant of what once was a blanket of almost 

flat-lying sediments of the Sibley Basin. These sediments overlain the base 

ment granites and now are completely eroded away within the property, except 

for this small, down-faulted keel. This fault represents normal faulting 

associated with the margins of the downwarping Sibley Basin, here lying to 

the south. Dewatering of the basin led to the emplacement of amethystine 

quartz 4; sphalerite and galena along these margin faults. The unconformity 

of the Sibley Basin has been eroded away within the property. However, the 

keel of Sibley sediments preserved in the fault is probably not far removed 

from the unconformity.

MINERALIZATION

Amethystine quartz veins are found within the keel of sandstone as well as 

along the fault margin of the granite. The best showing presently exposed 

is just east of L 1+OOE, 0+80N, which consists of faulted red sandstone con 

taining quartz stringers and numerous vugs, up to i m in diameter, lined 

with amethyst.Old trenching indicates that this vein structure was explored 

in the past, perhaps for lead-zinc during the turn of the century.

The fault lineament slopes downward to the east towards Breezy Lake and be-



comes buried. Evidence of the fault there is a steep scarp in granite,seen 

at L 2+OOE, 1+50N. The granite is mylonitized, exibiting grain size reduction, 

a brick red colour and a strong fabric at 0600 and dipping 75" south.

RADIOMETRIC SURVEY 

INTRODUCTION

The best amethyst veins of the area are found in faults near to the Sibley 

Basin unconformity. This explains the regional location of the amethyst mines 

in an east-west trend in northern McTavish Township(see Figure I.). The rea 

son for this relationship is found in Patterson, (1987), p.96,"... the voilet 

colour (in amethyst) is due to iron-rich centres which have been activated 

by radiation. This in part explains why the highest quality amethyst is as 

sociated with veins in granitic rocks at or near the unconformity with the 

Sibley Group sedimentary rocks.A number of unconformity-type uranium occur 

rences are known in the area and some of the amethyst veins were examined for 

their uranium potential."

Therefore, an indirect method for locating those veins which are buried by 

thin overburden is by radiometric surveying.

INSTRUMENTATION

The model TV-1 is a three threshold scintillometer. Measurements are based 

onthe spectral characteristics or energy levels of gamma radiation from 

radioactive elements.

The meter is calibrated to display O to 100 counts per minute. A four pos 

ition scale multiplier switch provdes four full scale ranges of 100, 1000, 

10,000 and 100,000 counts per minute.

The detecting element is a H inch by l inch sodium iodide crystal coupled 

to a photomultiplier tube. These are hermetically sealed, magnetically



shielded and mounted in the forward end of the scintillometer housing.

The variable time constant is tied in with the threshold selector switch. 

In the wide open (maximum sensitivity) operation, a fast or slow time con 

stant may be selected. In the upper threshold (lower net count) the long 

time constant only is in effect.

T. at 0.2 Mev: measures the total count across the entire gamma energy 

spectrum for maximum sensitivity.

T,, at 1.6 Mev: measures characteristic uranium and thorium radiation. 

T- at 2.5 Mev: measures diagnostic thorium radiation only.

The present survey was performed at T. for maximum sensitivity, at slow time 

constant. Each reading was taken after 30 seconds of working scintillometer. 

This survey was performed by OVALBAY Geological Services Ltd.

RESULTS

Using T..S, the entire energy spectrum was tested, namely that from uranium, 

thorium and potassium. This supposedly-gives the greatest contrast between 

granite and sandstone.

The radiometric map in back pocket, shows a linear high 'A', which exibits 

readings between 8,200 cps and 12,500 cps. This linear high trends at 045" 

and correlates well with the fault shown on the geology map in back pocket. 

'A' also separates the property into two zones. North of 'A 1 , the background 

readings of the granite are quite high, averaging about 7500 cps. South of 

'A 1 , the background is lower and. more variable, between about 4000 cps to 

6000 cps. As this part is the down-faulted block of granite and is lower in 

elevation than the north block, it is probably further away (down) from the 

unconformity than is the north block. Therefore, the readings between 4000 

cps and 6000 cps in the southern block probably represents the original



potassium content of the granite.

'A 1 is seen to bifurcate in the central part of the property. The south branch 

together with the west part of 'A' conform best to the fault. The north 

branch of 'A 1 on the east part of the property possibly represents a splay 

of the fault but was not observed from the geology survey.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

An elevated gamma emission is found associated with a major fault on the 

property. This fault and its splays may have been better delineated by using 

T,,S which measures the uranium and thorium gamma spectrums only. This would 

filter out background radiation from potassium which is a major element in 

alkaline feldspars found in granites. The linear high 'A 1 bifurcates into 

two branches on the east part of the property. The northern branch on the 

east side is presently unexplained. This area should be prospected to find 

a possible branch of the fault that hosts amethyst veins.

Signed,

Kirkland Lake, Ontario Timothy J . Twomey 

October 17th, 1988 H.BSc. Geology



CERTIFICATION

I, Timothy J. Tworaey, of 47 Algonquin Avenue, Kirkland Lake, Ontario, 
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1. I am a 1983 graduate of Lakehead University, Thunder Bay, Ontario, 

holding an Honours Bachelor of Science degree in Geology.

2. I personally carried out the geological survey on the property 

on May 21st, 1988.

3. I am the owner (100%) of the Breezy Lake Property pertaining to 
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Kirkland Lake, Ontario 

October 17th, 1988

Timothy J. Twomey 

H.BSc. Geology
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